
With Sophia – Global Management System, 
configure, manage and monitor your coffee 
machine remotely.

What is Sophia?
Sophia is the next generation of the Management 
Tool PRO. New features and management possibilities 
for you to reduce service calls and to offer excellence, 
cup after cup.

Security & Reliability
Sophia is accessible to internet-connected and cellular 
connected machines. It is highly recommended to 
equip your unit with a cellular modem to ensure 
the best possible signal and enhance your global 
management experience.

Sophia’s web-based application uses a high security 
level. All communications between brewers and 
Sophia – Global Management System are made 
through a private secure network, garanteeing the 
safety of any sensitive information.
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Set Up & Connect Units
The following instructions will ensure an optimal experience with Sophia – Global Management System online 
application. Learn how to correctly position the antenna, connect a unit and register it on Sophia.

Important Notice:
A lot of features are available on Sophia through Wi-Fi or ethernet connection with the free trial. However, to 
enable all the possibilities of Sophia, make sure the unit is equipped with a cellular modem and is subscribed to 
the Optimum license. This will ensure a high quality signal and guarantee a complete management experience.

Positioning the Modem Antenna
Cellular modems are equipped with a movable antenna. To get an optimal 
signal, this antenna must be correctly positioned on the machine.

In all Innovation Series units, the antenna is located in the water tank 
compartment. To access the compartment, 
remove the plastic hood and the water tank 
access door, at the back of the machine. Take 
the antenna out, reinstall the door and hood, 

then position the antenna in order to have the best signal possible.

The antenna on every Encore Series brewers is already outside the machine, 
located at the back of the brewer, on a metal support.

Verify the strength of the signal in Service mode, under the Network tab. If 
needed, move the antenna.

In some locations, interference factors might weaken the cellular signal of the unit. For those locations, a high 
gain antenna is available at Cafection. Contact Customer Service department at salesorder@cafection.com to 
learn more about it.

Signing In to Sophia
Sophia is accessible through any internet browser at www.sophiagms.com.

Log in to a Sophia account to access its functionalities. If no account has been created 
before, click on the “Create New User” button to register.

A valid email address is required to create a new account. 

Registering Units on Sophia
To successfully register a new unit on Sophia, first make sure the brewer’s serial number is 
paired with its software. To do so, access Service mode and verify if the number entered 
under the Status tab matches the serial number located inside the unit, near the fan. If not, 
edit the serial number under the Admin subtab (System tab).

To register a new unit, its serial number and activation key are mandatory. A custom unit 
name is also required. It is suggested to use a descriptive name to help keep track of multiple 
units (for example: company’s name, floor level, etc.).

You can alwasy contact Cafection’s Technical Support department at service@cafection.com.

Push Media requires 
a flash card of version 

3.0.4 or above.
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Grouping Units

Group units to manage them per location. A unit can only be placed in one 
group at a time. Use the “Create New Group” button on the Groups page to 
add a new group to the fleet.

Manage a unit’s group by accessing its Configuration menu. Edit the General Information section and select a 
group for the brewer, then click on the “Save” button to confirm changes. The unit will now be accessible from 
this group’s summary page. The management of any group’s unit settings must be done on the individual page 
of the unit.

Backups & Uploads
Creating backups is a simple way to save your machines’ parameters.

Connected units can store backups on Cafection’s private and secure cloud. This 
allows operators to transfer all settings, including drink recipes, from one machine 
to another in their fleet. To do so, access the Configuration menu of the unit and 
click on the Copy Unit button. Once in the Copy and Backup section, click on the 
desired option. Backups can be pushed to other brewers or copied from other 
machines of the same model.

Consistent coffee experience on all machines guaranteed!

Enabling Email Alerts
Many features of Sophia involve receiving email notifications for a more 
efficient management of the equipment. 

Default email notification options can be set from the main menu, under 
Parameters.

Enabling Personal Notifications for Groups of Units
The operator can choose to receive some or all notifications from a group 
of machines. To enable alerts, access the Email Notifications page, from 
the Settings menu of a group, on Sophia, and activate every alert you wish 
to receive*.

Enabling Unit Notifications for People Without Sophia Accounts
The operator can delegate some tasks to people without a Sophia account. For example, an office employee 
can be appointed to fill the products. Therefore, this employee needs to receive Products Levels notifications.

To set notifications for a specific unit, access the Email Notifications subtab, in the 
brewer’s Monitoring menu. Click on the “Create New Email Notification” button, enter 
the receiver’s email address and select all notifications* this person must receive.

*Checkboxes on the left enable notifications when an issue occurs and checkboxes on the right enable notifications when the issue has been solved.

Push Media requires 
a flash card of version 

3.0.4 or above.
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Main Features
Statistics, Management & Servicing

Brewers’ Page & Overview
The default access page when loging in to Sophia is the Brewers list 
page. Every unit registered, arranged by groups, will be displayed 
on the screen.

Clicking on a brewer’s serial number displays the Overview page for 
that specific brewer. The overview screen gives access to the brewer’s 
main information, maintenance summary and products levels status.

The information displayed in this section represents data collected at the time you accessed the page.

Products Levels Interface
Never run out of products with the Products Levels Interface!

Set the current products levels in the machine’s Service mode using the bean 
icon each time a canister is filled or the filter paper roll is changed.

On Sophia, Products Levels data can be viewed from the brewer’s Overview page.

The bell icon is used to set an automatic notification sent before the product is 
empty. Users need to enable this notification option in their settings, on Sophia, 
to receive an email alert.

Statistics*
Statistics are separated in two categories: Drink Counters and Analytics. Counters can be 
exported to a spreadsheet application format and analytics can be printed. Import your 
company logo to get an official version of your statistics.

Drink Counters 
View products count for a specific brewer under Drinks Counters, in the Statistics screen. 
The Permanent Sales Count table displays the total of cups of each recipe that have been 
ordered since the machine has been manufactured. The Erasable Sales Count table only 
shows data collected since the last time that counter has been erased.

Analytics Counters
The Analytics counters displays a series of charts and graphics 
per category for a specific period of time or for the last 
12 months. Enter Start and End dates and click on the “Refresh 
Now” button to generate the statistics for that period.

To view analytics for a specific brewer, click on the Analytics button in the 
machine’s Statistic screen.

To view analytics for a group, go to the Analytics screen of the desired group. You can 
display statistics for some or all brewers of that group by activating or deactivating 
the brewer’s checkbox from the list.

*Drink Counters and Analytics Counters should not be used for accounting purpose. Cafection will not be held responsible for any connection or data loss.

*Interface View
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Configuration & Recipes Settings
As mentionned previously, the Configuration page gives access to multiple settings, 
including backups and brewer’s general information. This section also allows the 
user to modify recipes and other general settings.

Parameters & Time Zone
Drinks family names can be changed by clicking on the 
“Parameters” button. Time zone and general parameters, such 
as waste bin capacity and water temperature, can be set in the 
Configuration screen. 

Drinks Configurations
All recipes can be adjusted through Sophia. Access the Configuration screen of 
a brewer, then click on the “Recipes” button. Select the recipe to set from the 
dropdown menu.

You can also enable or disable a recipe, change the price per cup size and modify 
the beverage’s name. The last section of this window allows the user to adjust 
the recipe’s gram throw. WARNING! Gram throw and water quantities are crucial 
to ensure the great taste of the beverages. Do not modify those settings without 
proper training. If needed, recipes can be fixed (reset to factory settings) from the 
brewer, in Service mode.

Brew Cycles
Brewing process settings can be adjusted when clicking on the “Brew Cycle” button. WARNING! Do not 
modify those settings without proper training.

Maintenance & Monitoring
Know exactly when a maintenance is due with Sophia!

The Overview screen displays maintenance counters where each use of a machine’s 
component is recorded. Keep track of all components’ counts increase through time 
and plan maintenance visits accordingly.

To view service logs, activity logs and alerts received from the brewer, access the 
Monitoring screen and click on the desired tab.

Online Ordering Interface
The user can place an order to the operator directly from Service mode. A list 
must have been previously created by the operator. The user can also add 
items to the list if needed.

The order list is sent to the operators through Sophia - Global Management 
System, alerting them of what ingredients and products to bring for their next 
visit. Fast and efficient!

Email Interface
Customers can send email to the operator directly 
from the machine’s Service mode interface. That way, 
a customer can notify any important details to the 
operator.

*Interface View

*Interface View
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Customization
Push Media to the Screen
To enable the Push Media feature, units must to be equipped with a cellular modem and software version 3.0 
or above. Make sure to have the right flash card and microcontroller to enable this feature. This feature also 
requires a valid Sophia Optimum license.

Right Message. Right Audience.
Sophia is the ideal solution for internal communications, advertising and cross promotion.

Cafection’s unique platform makes it easy to manage your media: upload, schedule and control efficiently!

Push your videos on your brewer’s screen and use that viewing time to promote your company, HR, 
foodservice or anything that will attract your customers.

Add & Set New Videos
To upload and manage media, access the Videos screen from Sophia’s main 
menu (left).

A list of all videos already saved on the cloud will be displayed. Each of them 
can be deleted or managed. However, you need to have need access to all 
groups of brewers linked to a video in order to be able to edit or delete it.

1. Click on the “Add New Video” button to upload new 
media, then select a file.

2. Choose a thumbnail by stoping the video on a specific 
frame and clicking on the “Use Current Frame as 
Thumbnail” button. This thumbnail will be used as the 
reference image for this video in lists.

3. Give a title to the video and write a short description for 
further reference.

4. Once general settings have been completed, select the 
groups in which this video will be available. Videos can be 
linked to multiple groups.

Manage videos from the Unit’s Interface
All media content and playlists can be managed in Service mode, under the 
Media tab. Only Level 4 users (administrator) can access this option.

Preview videos, enable next playlist and delete older videos directly from 
the brewer.

*Interface View
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Playlists Settings
Pushing media to a brewer requires a cellular modem.

Once videos have been uploaded to Sophia and linked to a machine’s 
group, individual playlists settings can be set from the Media screen of 
a specific brewer.

Current Playlist
If no playlist has been created yet, the “Playlist Enabled” checkbox 
must be activated and a name must be given to the playlist. This will 
allow the user to add new videos.

All videos linked to the group of that specific brewer will be available 
to push to the machine. Click on the “Add New Video” button on 
Sophia (or “Add” button from the machine’s interface), then select the videos for this unit.

A shuffle option is also available when more than one video has been selected.

Next Playlist
The Next Playlist interface, available from the brewer or on Sophia, allows the user to create a new playlist and 
set it to start at a specific time in the future. No more last minute media management!

1. Enable the next playlist using the 
checkbox.

2. Set Start Date and Time by choosing a 
moment in the future to start the playlist.

3. Name the new playlist and add 
new videos as explained above (see 
“Current Playlist” section).

4. Activate the Shuffle option, if 
applicable.

Next Playlist is accessible for limited management in Service mode, under the Media tab (cellular modem, 
3.0 and up software and Optimum license required).

Network Security
Why is Sophia - Global Management System a highly secure network?

Cellular private connections do not go over the public internet and offer more reliability, faster speeds, lower 
latencies and higher security than typical internet connections.

It is impossible to reach the coffee machine or customer’s private data using an external network.

This solution enables the cloud to appear as another endpoint on Cafection’s MPLS VPN network, making the 
cloud accessible to any coffee machine, avoiding the need to send data over the public internet.

Advantages of this approach include:

• Superior network performance with as much as 50 % lower latency.
• Up to 3x greater availability.
• Enterprise grade security; avoids routing traffic over the public internet.
• Data from the coffee machine are encrypted each time new data are transferred to 

the server.
• User information is encrypted into the database (one-way hash).

*Interface View
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Optimum License

Requirements:
• Private network connection via Cafection's cellular 

modem
• Flash card and microcontroller version 3.0 or 

above
• Annual subscription

Gives access to:
• All features from the free trial

Plus:
• Video features*:

 – Brew time (maximum 2 video uploads per 
month**)

 – Screen saver (Encore Series)
 – Customize screen saver videos title and 

description (Encore Series)
• Private and secure network
• View and export statistics and analytics
• Save backups on secure cloud server and copy 

settings to other machines
• Manage Energy Saving schedule

Free Trial
(4 months starting on date of purchase)

Requirements:
• Internet connection via ethernet cable or Wi-Fi, 

or private network connection via Cafection's 
cellular modem

• Flash card and microcontroller version 2.3 or 
above

Gives access to:
• View and export drinks counters
• View all machines from the same account
• Modify parameters of recipes and prices
• Modify parameters of the brewer
• Create and manage groups of units
• Customize drinks names
• Manage Free Vend schedule
• Allow Online Ordering process
• Send emails from the machine’s interface
• Import coffee tags (Encore Series)
• Upload OCS logo and a customize description 

on the screen saver (Encore Series)
• Enable notifications for:

 – Products Levels
 – Maintenance

License Features

Specifications & Licences
Video Requirements

• Preferably .mp4 files, but most common formats are accepted (.mov, .mpeg, .avi, etc.) 
• Aspect ratio: 16:9 
• Screen saver recommended length: 30 to 120 seconds 
• Brew time maximum length: 62 seconds (varies between 15 and 62 seconds, depending on drink selection)
• Without sound

*Flash card version 3.0.4 or above required.
**Non-cumulative. Additional data add-ons available.

Sophia will automatically process your video to adjust it to its requirements, but will respect the ratio of 
your original file.


